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Re: 10th Circuit No. 10-2237, Allison v. Boeing Laser Technical Services 
 

Dear Counsel: 

 

The Tenth Circuit decision in the referenced case was filed on August 10, 2012, which 

was joined by Judge Stephanie K. Seymour as a panel member on the merits. 

 

It has come to Judge Seymour’s attention that prior to the disposition of this case, her 

husband acquired an interest in Boeing stock, a party to this case, which would have required 

her to recuse under Canon 3(C)(1)(c) of the Code of Conduct for United States Judges.  

Unfortunately, the financial adviser for Judge Seymour and her husband, who was 



 
 

authorized to buy and sell a limited amount of stock without specific authorization, 

purchased Boeing stock for Mr. Seymour’s account and neglected to inform Judge 

Seymour prior to the purchase according to the protocol she had set up with him to keep 

her apprised of all prospective purchases, whether for her or her husband. 

 

Judge Seymour was randomly assigned on June 23, 2011, to the referenced case in 

which a Boeing entity was a party, and the panel heard oral argument in the case on 

September 15, 2011.  The panel was unanimous after argument as to the outcome of the 

case.  The Boeing stock purchases at issue occurred on June 17, 2012, in the amount of 

$7,012, and on July 19, 2012, in the amount of $7,459, both without Judge Seymour’s 

knowledge.  Judge Tymkovich circulated a proposed opinion to the panel on July 27, 

2012, the panel members joined, and the opinion was filed on August 10, 2012.  The 

Boeing stock purchases at issue were included on Judge Seymour’s 2012 Financial 

Disclosure Report filed on May 13, 2012.  Via separate cover, and by regular U.S. mail, I 

am forwarding a copy of that report to you at Judge Seymour’s request.  This report was 

prepared from year-end annual financial statements.  Because of the number of new 

assets on the report and the time that had passed since Judge Seymour voted on the 

referenced case, she did not notice the conflict.  She was unaware of this required 

disqualification until it was brought to her attention by the Center for Public Integrity on 

April 1, 2014. 

 

Advisory Opinion No. 71 (“Disqualification After Oral Argument”), issued by the 

Judicial Conference’s Committee on Codes of Conduct, provides the following guidance 

for addressing a disqualification that is not discovered until after a judge’s participation in 

the case: 

 

[A] judge should disclose to the parties the facts bearing on disqualification 

as soon as those facts are learned, even though that may occur after entry of 

the decision.  The parties may then determine what relief they may seek 

and a court (without the disqualified judge) will decide the legal 

consequence, if any, arising from the participation of the disqualified judge 

in the entered decision. 

 

In accordance with Advisory Opinion No. 71, you may respond to Judge 

Seymour’s disclosure of a conflict in this case.  Should you wish to respond, please 

forward a letter to me here at the Byron White Courthouse by April 25, 2014.  Any 

response will be considered by the court without participation by Judge Seymour. Thank you, 

and please don’t hesitate to call me if you have any questions. 

 

Very truly yours, 
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ELISABETH A. SHUMAKER 

Clerk of Court  

 


